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and, in default of a gallows, is about to be hanged at a window. With
the halter round his neck he tells his tale, announcing that he will
not repent even at the point of death. But with sad inconsistency
Greene makes him preach an edifying sermon before he springs out
of the window and dies. Thus a promising tale ends in feeble
rodomontade.
Greene's       In his cony-catching scries, Greene staited the exploitation of
cotttnbttr   shady life for literary purposes.   It may be said that the jest-books
ttonjto      had been doing this already. This is true to a certain extent. But
realistic	, °	y,       ,        ,	.   .       ,
fiction       lne jest-books were merely what they were intended to be—
collections of broad anecdotes of hoaxes and rascality, the point
of which was the fun of the thing. Some of Greene's anecdotes
were comic enough ; but the declared object was to show up craft
and villainy, and the majority were nearer akin to the police news
than to the jest-book. Greene puts on the knowing airs of a
special commissioner sent out by a modern newspaper to investigate
a case. But his evidence would not have received a moment's
attention in a police court, and was a mere imposition on the
public. He worked up, and profited by, a scare, and so far as he
exposed anything it was an exposure of scandals already exposed
by men who knew what they were talking about. From the
literary point of view, however, we are concerned solely with
his success in painting a realistic picture of low life, or at least
in doing some promising sketches. It is, of course, no business
of the realistic painter of life to provide any evidence save that
of veiisimilitude. If Greene had been simply a story-teller the
falsity of his attestations would have been neither here nor there ;
the sole objection would have been to their clumsiness. His real
service was to have penned some graphic scenes from a side of
life that he knew only in part from immediate observation, and
to have initiated a kind of story-telling which, through the rogue-
stories and criminal biographies, led to epoch-making developments
in the hands of Defoe.1
1 As it is frequently asserted that the jest-books—especially those recounting
the feats of such a celebrity as Skelton or Scoggm—were tending to develop
into something like the picaresque fiction soon to be imported from Spam,
01 into a realistic portrayal of low life, it may be worth while to glance at
one of these, The Jests of George Peele, which has as much as any of the
unity pertaining to a book about one heto. The title of the best version
emphatically suggests something of the natuie of continuous narrative: it

